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Cyber Security Career Planning
What are my tendencies?
Do I want more focus?

What projects should I work on?

Do I want more balance?

Should I supervise projects?

Do I have a learning plan?

Would I enjoy reviewing work?
Do I need a learning plan?
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Underlying Cyber Security Skills Tendency Rubric
Technology Tendency

• You fearlessly dive into a complex challenge . . .
• You are not satisfied knowing just what something does . . .
• You suspect that you would accomplish most tasks better on your own . . .

Management Tendency

• You feel the need to coordinate others toward high-integrity . . .
• You are perfectly satisfied understanding how something works . . .
• You know that experts are available to better produce the best results . . .

Compliance Tendency

• You feel compelled to organize chaos and complexity . . .
• You seek to understand the process by which things are created . . .
• You have a sense of justice and believe that shortcuts lead to poor quality . . .

Sample Technology Skills Tendency Question
Question: You are on stage in a company-sponsored charity contest involves technical and
business-related questions. Your charity benefits if you answer ten questions correctly. You’ve
just answered nine, and everyone eagerly awaits your final question and answer. Being honest,
which of the following topics do you hope is covered in the final question?
(a) Legal and government regulatory issues
(b) Project management, cost management, and resource issues
(c) History of compilers, translators, and software
(d) Mobile operating system kernel technology especially Linux-based
(e) Financial, business, or human resource-related issues

Sample Management Skills Tendency Question
Question: The desktop security team sends out a notice to all employees that they
should be careful about what they click on in email. The problem is that the email notice
is poorly worded and almost impossible to understand. There are even grammatical and
spelling errors in the note. Which of the following do you do?
(a) Send an email to the desktop security team with a list of the errors.
(b) Delete the email and forget about it. This is not your problem.
(c) Contact the desktop security manager and explain the errors you found.
(d) Forward the bad note to your manager, expressing your annoyance.
(e) Make a mental note to be more careful about clicking on email links.

Sample Compliance Skills Tendency Question
Question: Your project was audited recently, and you believe your low score was unfair. This
is troubling, because all low audit scores are sent to the CEO. You have never had a low
score before and you know the CEO barely reads these things. Which of the following do
you do?
(a) You demand a meeting with the auditors to express your outrage.
(b) You decide it’s not worth fighting. The CEO pays little attention anyhow.
(c) You document your concerns to the lead auditor, copying management.
(d) You send the CEO an advance note explaining that the audit was unfair.
(e) You brainstorm solutions for response after the audit is published.
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